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A. Introduction 
 
We welcome this document and the opportunity to comment.  All paragraphs below refer to paras of the RPP. 
 
Due to limited time our response concentrates solely on the cycling aspects of the RPP.  Wider transport aspects are 
covered in the Transform Scotland
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 budget response, which we support. 

 
Spokes has already responded separately to the draft budget document.
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  The over-riding theme of that response is to put 

forward an approach by which the government could achieve the level of investment necessary to meet the government's 
own target for 10% of trips to be by bike in 2020.  We note that the government has not yet stated what that level needs to 
be in order to have a chance of meeting their target, and so our submission attempts a calculation (using very conservative 
assumptions on the funding needed). 
 
B. The Vision [p10-16] 
 
References to cycling in the RPP Vision are as follows... 
 
xv [transport in the economy]  “Walking and cycling to work will become routine.” 
 
xix [Living in low carbon Scotland]  “Walking or cycling to work or school will become increasingly popular.” 
 
xxii [Benefits of a low carbon society]   “More opportunities for walking and cycling in a low carbon society” ... “Reduced 
incidence of obesity, from increased walking, cycling ...” 
 
These are highly generalised aspirations.  However, the government has already set a very specific target (i.e. a vision!) for 
10% of all trips to be by bike by 2020.  The government's cycle-use target should be explicitly mentioned, so that the vision 
reflects the government's actual intentions as closely as possible.  A vision which is not actually envisioned makes no sense 
at all! 
 
Secondly, a vision is of little use unless there is a clear path by which it will become a reality.  We are concerned that the 
vision and the steps proposed (in the main part of the document) to implement it are not properly connected.   The 
document later proposes practical steps towards the vision without any consideration of whether they are adequate to meet 
the vision. 
 
C. Transport [p81-99] 
 
6.3 Milestones 
 
Only 2 milestones for 2020 are stated – and these both concern solely LCV [low carbon motor vehicles] policies.  Thus as 
this section stands, the government's transport carbon milestones for 2020 could be reached whilst accompanied by 
massive growth in motor traffic and reduced cycling and walking!  Furthermore, having these as the only two milestones by 
which the success of policy will be measured will reduce the incentives on decision makers to actively implement pro-
cycling policies and car reduction.  This is plain crazy! 
 
The government's existing 2020 cycling target must be added as a milestone. 
 
6.29 Wider Transport Choices – travel planning 
 
We support the statement that the benefits of travel planning can only be achieved alongside improved cycling (and 
walking) infrastructure.  Many people will not use a bike for everyday journeys (and will not allow or encourage other 

                                                 
1 http://www.transformscotland.org.uk/scottish-budget-doesnt-deliver-for-sustainable-transport.aspx 
2 Spokes submission on draft budget 2011-12   www.spokes.org.uk/wordpress/2010/12/spokes-201112-budget-

submission 



household members to do so) unless they perceive that the conditions for doing so are safe and welcoming.   A 
consequence of this statement is that the requisite investment must be forthcoming [ see below]. 
 
6.30/6.31 Wider Transport  Choices – cycling and walking infrastructure 
 
We welcome these sections as far as they go.  However: 
 
a)  CWSS grant 
 
The statement that “... local authorities … would continue to receive funding through Cycling, Walking and Safer Streets 
grant ...” is most welcome.  However, that appears to be at odds with the budget which (unlike previous years) makes no 
mention of CWSS.  Furthermore, when questioned about this at TICC [today, 7 December] Finance Secretary John 
Swinney declined to give an assurance that CWSS would remain as a ring-fenced fund, saying this depended on 
discussions with COSLA.  Is the RPP statement to be taken at face value?  If so, why did Mr Swinney not say so, and why 
is CWSS not explicitly in the budget as it was in previous years? 
 
Note – in our budget submission Spokes emphasises the great value of CWSS.  We also point out that if it is scrapped then 
cycling investment in Scotland, already at a very low level, will fall further.  Finally, we suggest ways in which the details of 
the fund and how it works could be improved.  We would be grateful if TICC could ensure that those points are considered 
by the relevant political and official decision-makers (assuming CWSS is retained). 
 
b) Total level of cycling investment 
 
The document really needs to state here the total level of cycling investment calculated to be necessary to achieve the 2020 
cycle-use target set by the government and, ideally, outline a path by which this will be achieved.  Presumably in deciding 
that target the government assessed the likely funding requirement to meet the target.  That figure should be published in 
these paragraphs. 
 
Given the absence of this sum in any publication so far, Spokes attempted a (very conservative) calculation as a key 
feature of our budget submission. 
 
We note that an estimate for total active travel investment is given in Table 10, Proposals [see below] – that must surely 
imply that the total needed to reach the cycling target has also been estimated? 
 
6.49 Supportive planning process  
 
a) We very much support the aspirations and intentions in paras 6.47-6.49, but they need to be followed through in practice 
– something which does not always happen – and sometimes in projects by the government or its agencies.  As one 
example which comes under the government's own control, the welcome new tram/rail station at Gogar is not even to be 
adequately tied in to existing cycle networks, despite some 20 submissions by members of the public, and calls for this by 
Edinburgh Council's transport officers.  Similarly, the excellent Bathgate-Airdrie rail project has rightly provided a 
replacement for the Sustrans railway path which used the former trackbed, but it has not provided safe and convenient links 
for cycling between the stations and nearby residential communities – a highly non-integrated project in that respect, 
making a mockery of the statements in these RPP paragraphs.  It is appalling that government agencies should design 
projects in this way, blatantly neglecting the clear intentions of government policies – in this case on the grounds that they 
considered links from rail stations to nearby settlements to be the sole responsibility of the local authority to provide and to 
pay for, and therefore could not be considered within the project.  
 
b) Re. para 6.49 on parking, we welcome the increased rates proposed for large supermarkets in the draft budget.  We are 
not clear on the details, but this should apply in our view to all large car-based facilities, including entertainment facilities as 
well as shopping, and including car-based facilities in-town as well as out-of-town.  However, it would be preferable for 
these developments, rather than paying a rates increase, to be charged according to the number of car parking places they 
provide – that would be much more in keeping with the first sentence of 6.49. 
 
Table 10: Proposals for reducing transport emissions [and costings!] 
 
Page 96 of this table has a line for Cycling and Walking Infrastructure.  This is a rather remarkable entry, buried at the back 
of this document, as it appears to give a long-awaited figure for the infrastructure cost of cycling/walking policies needed to 
meet 2022 aspirations, namely £1,203m over the period 2011-22, i.e. roughly £100m p.a.  Exactly what the figure covers is 
unclear, but from the text it would appear to cover both the CAPS 2020 cycle use target and an increase in journeys by 
walking. 
 
The final column states that delivery of the policy “... is largely dependent on local authorities ...”  That is of course true in 
terms of implementation, but it cannot be true in terms of the costs – it is very clear from the Spokes annual financial survey 



that local authorities will only invest substantially in cycling given national funding opportunities.
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We also note that the total of some £100m p.a. ties in very well with the intentionally very conservative estimate of £50m 
made in the Spokes budget submission.  Not only was our £50m estimate very conservative (in order to be politically 
realistic for the 2011/12 budget) but it covered cycling only, whereas the RPP £100m figure covers all active travel 
infrastructure. 
 
Given that the draft RPP gives this figure, equivalent to roughly £100m p.a., as being required to meet its aspirations for a 
Low Carbon Scotland, the active travel proposals in the draft budget, which are likely to total around £20m
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 are clearly 

wholly inadequate.  Even much higher future investment would be unlikely to counterbalance this early very low level – and 
in any case cycling/walking infrastructure is needed as early as possible, since its effect on travel patterns is likely to be 
incremental rather than all happening immediately.  Thus the allocation for active travel in the budget needs to be 
substantially raised – and the Spokes budget submission shows a way of doing this. 
 
D. Questions for the Minister 
 
We suggest the following questions are put to the Minister when he gives evidence to TICC on the RPP ... 
 
a. [Ref C/6.30/b above] CAPS does not discuss the minimum level of annual investment necessary for the government to 
achieve the cycle modal share target it has itself set for 2020.  Presumably this was considered when setting the target, so 
can the Minister advise what he considers this minimum investment level to be? 
 
b. [Ref C/table 10 above] The RPP estimates that a total of £1,203m investment for cycling/walking infrastructure is required 
over the period 2011-2022 in order to achieve the RPP's vision  for a Low Carbon Scotland.  In that context how can it be 
adequate to allocate no more than around £20m
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 for active travel investment in the 2011/12 budget – and well under that if 

CWSS is scrapped.  
 
c. [Ref C/6.3/a above] The RPP states explicitly that local government will continue to receive CWSS funding.  In that case, 
why is CWSS not explicit in the budget this year, as it has been in every other recent year?  And under what arrangements 
will it be provided in 2011-12 and subsequent years. 
 
d.  [Ref C/6.3/a above]  Assuming that CWSS is retained, as stated in the RPP, will the government consider the points 
made in the Spokes budget submission for changes to its name and operation?
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e.  [Ref C/6.3 above]  Does the Minister accept that the milestones for measuring transport progress towards a Low Carbon 
Scotland should include milestones on active travel [specifically the CAPS target of 10% of trips to be by bike in 2020] and 
on traffic reduction, rather than solely milestones on LCVs as in the current draft RPP. 

                                                 
3  The most recent Spokes survey of total Scottish cycling investment from all main sources, for 2010/11, is reported in 
Spokes Bulletin 107, updated in Bulletin 108, both at http://www.spokes.org.uk/wordpress/bulletin/.   The survey is endorsed 
in SPICe briefing paper 10/62 - Cycling in Scotland: Update 2010 (which uses the data from Bulletin 107, but was produced 
prior to the update in Bulletin 108). 
4 See footnote 5 below. 
5  The £20m comprises £9m if CWSS is retained and at its current level, plus a probable £12m or so for active travel 
from the £25m Sustainable and Active Travel budget line – the rest going to LCVs 
6 In our budget submission, Spokes proposed the following changes to CWSS... 

 “We propose that CWSS be renamed the Local Authorities Cycling/Walking Fund and thus be used only for active 
travel.  The Scottish Government is aware that CWSS has in the past not always been used wholly as intended.  Removal 
of the term 'Safer Streets' would of course still allow schemes which make streets safer and more attractive for cyclists and 
walkers, but would mean that the fund was more directly targeted towards their needs.  For example in the past CWSS has 
been used for some one-way streets - which may ease traffic flow but can speed traffic up, to the detriment of residents and 
walkers, and which may create detours and difficult turnings for cyclists (see also 2.2a of budget submission). 
 Secondly, the CWSS guidance has already been revised this year (2.2a of budget submission) such that a minimum 
percentage should be invested in cycling provision.  We strongly support this advice.  Whilst that might appear at first sight 
unfair to the walking element, that is not the case.  Prior to the new guidance some authorities invested zero in cycling, 
whereas all invested in walking (assuming we include 'safer street' walking features such as pedestrian crossing points).   
Furthermore, whilst investment in walking infrastructure rarely benefits cyclists, investment in cycling infrastructure 
frequently benefits walkers.  This is obvious in provision of shared-use paths, but is to a lesser extent also true for onroad 
cycle lanes, which protect pavements from splashing, excessive fumes, noise and reduced ambience.” 


